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At TrioTimber Innovation and 
Construction Inc, 
we blend unparalleled craftsmanship 
with innovative design to deliver
premium interior solutions.

Specializing in a range of high-quality 
products for large-scale projects and 
comprehensive remodeling and 
renovation services, we cater to a diverse 
clientele including general contractors, 
designers, and architects.

Based in Southern California, our services 
extend throughout its vibrant cities, while 
our products are sought after across the 
mainland United States and Canada.

Our vision is to 
be recognized as the 
premier provider of 
interior solutions in 
North America. 
We aim to forge lasting 
relationships with our 
clients by being a reliable 
and innovative partner in 
every project, shaping 
spaces with creativity 
and precision.

Our mission is to 
consistently provide superior 
quality products and services 
that exceed our customers’ 
expectations. We strive to be 
the go-to partner for 
large-scale clients, delivering 
tailored solutions with 
professionalism and 
excellence.

About Us
TRI TIMBER
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LARGE-SCALE
PROJECT

SOLUTIONS

Crafting 
Exceptional Spaces, 

From Vision to Installation.

TrioTimber specializes in providing 
Made-to-Order interior solutions, 

including interior doors, 
kitchen cabinets with related countertops, 

bathroom vanities, wall panels, 
and custom hotel and hospitality furnishings, 

serving a discerning clientele across 
the US and Canada.

For large-scale projects that incorporate 
our products, we are delighted to 

offer professional installation services,
focusing on Southern California yet open to 

bringing our unparalleled 
craftsmanship to major projects nationwide, 
provided they feature our bespoke products. 

This ensures a cohesive and superior final product, 
epitomizing our dedication to excellence.





Discover the elegance
and durability with TrioTimber's

Interior Doors, designed for
large-scale projects.

Each door blends quality craftsmanship
with modern design, ensuring your spaces make 

an impactful first impression.
Perfect for residential complexes or 

commercial buildings, 
our doors are crafted to meet 
the highest standards of style 

and functionality.

InterIOR
DOORS

CATALOG



DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Lacquered / PVC Coating

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code / PVC Coating

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................Flush Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Lacquered / PVC Coating

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code / PVC Coating

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocke

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max.).................................... 60 (lbs) max.

Flush Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Lacquered / PVC Coating

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

←for
mOre
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 FLUSH
SERIES

FLS001BY



Flush doors boast a smooth, sleek surface with no paneling, 

offering a minimalist aesthetic. Ideal for contemporary spaces, 

they provide a clean and uncluttered look.

TRI TIMBER
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 FLUSH
SERIES

for more↑



DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Lacquered / Painted

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................Shaker Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

SHK023BY

SHK043BY SHK040BYSHK050BY

SHK020BY SHK011BY SHK010BYSHK021BY

SHK030BY

SHK070BY

SHK032BY

SHK090BY
←for

mOre

SHAKER
SERIES

SHK060BY SHK052BY
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Characterized by their clean, simplistic lines and flat panels, 

Shaker doors offer a timeless look that complements both 

traditional and modern interiors. They embody understated 

elegance and functional design.

TRI TIMBER
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for more↑

SHAKER
SERIES



DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Painted

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................Molded Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

←for
mOre
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SERIES

MLD022BY

MLD060BY MLD050BY

MLD041BY MLD040BYMLD042BY

MLD020BY MLD011BY MLD010BYMLD021BY

MLD023BY

MLD061BY

MLD030BY

MLD100BY



MOLDED
SERIES

for more↑

Molded doors feature distinct, embossed patterns ranging from 

classic to contemporary. They're durable, affordable, and 

versatile, perfect for adding texture and character to any space.

TRI TIMBER
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DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Lacquered / PVC Coating

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code / PVC Coating

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................Fuga Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

FGA009BY FGA008BYFGA010BY

FGA005BY FGA003BY FGA002BY FGA001BYFGA004BY

FGA006BYFGA007BY

FGA012BY FGA011BYFGA013BYFGA014BY

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

←for
mOre
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SERIES



FUGA
SERIES

for more↑

Fuga doors are known for their fine, precise lines creating subtle 

but distinct patterns. They blend modern design with artistic 

detail, making them a unique choice for stylish interiors.

TRI TIMBER
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DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Painted

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................Grooved Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

GRV009BY GRV008BYGRV010BY

GRV005BY GRV003BY GRV002BY GRV001BYGRV004BY

GRV012BY GRV011BYGRV013BYGRV014BY

GRV006BYGRV007BY

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

←for
mOre
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SERIES



GROOVED
SERIES

for more↑

Grooved doors feature carved lines or patterns into the surface, 

adding depth and visual interest. Their textured appearance 

makes them a popular choice for adding a dynamic element to 

any room.

TRI TIMBER
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DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... PVC / Laminate / Melamine Coating

COLOR FAMILY.................PVC / Laminate / Melamine Coating

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................TTX Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

COATING THICKNESS........................................
   Laminate..........................Approximately 1/32"
   PVC / Melamine............Slightly Less Than 1/64"

TTX003LN TTX002LN TTX001LNTTX004LNTTX005LN

TTX009LNTTX010LN TTX006LN

TTX011LNTTX012LNTTX014LN TTX013LN

TTX007LNTTX008LN

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

←for
mOre
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 TTX
SERIES



 TTX
SERIES

for more↑

Discover the TTX Series, where innovation meets style through 

our selection of high-quality doors. Now offering customization in 

PVC, melamine, and laminate coatings to match any interior, 

we ensure durability and elegance. Perfect for personalizing 

your space with a unique touch.

TRI TIMBER
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DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Lacquered / Painted

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................Lited Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

LTE121BY LTE120BYLTE150BYLTE180BY

LTE060BYLTE100BY LTE061BY

LTE021BYLTE040BY

LTE041BYLTE050BY

LTE030BY LTE020BY LTE010BY

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

←for
mOre
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SERIES



LITED
SERIES

Lited doors include one or more glass panels, allowing natural 

light to flow through while enhancing the door's aesthetic 

appeal. They range from simple designs to elaborate patterns.

TRI TIMBER
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for more↑



DETAILS

CORE TYPES...................... Semi-Solid Core / Hollow Core

DOOR TYPE........................Interior Slab

FINISH TYPE....................... Lacquered / Painted

COLOR FAMILY..................White / RAL Code

MATERIAL...........................MDF

DOOR HANDING.............Universal / Reversible

TEXTURE TYPE..................Smooth / Textured

BORE TYPE......................... Single Bore

ALSO AVAILABLE AS......Single Slab – Barn – Pocket – Bi-Fold – Double

SPECIFICATIONS

SERIES........................................................................Louvered Door

DOOR WIDTHS AVAILABLE.............................. 24", 26", 28", 30", 32", 34", 36"

DOOR HEIGHTS AVAILABLE.............................80", 82", 84", 96"

SLAB THICKNESS AVAILABLE..........................1-3/8", 1-11/16"

ADJUSTABLE JAMB WIDTH AVAILABLE......4-1/2", 5", 5-1/2"

JAMB THICKNESS AVAILABLE........................5/6", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4"

PRODUCT WEIGHT (LB.).................................... 60 (lbs) max

LVR021BY LVR020BYLVR030BY

LVR012BY LVR011BY LVR010BY

Silent Symphony: 

Experience undisturbed serenity with our 

doors’ premium seals, ensuring whisper-quiet 

operation that resonates with tranquility.

Effortless Elegance: 

Our doors epitomize simplicity and style, 

coming equipped with matching jambs, trims, 

and pre-drilled holes, ensuring installation is 

as graceful as the product itself.

Transform in a Touch:

Ready to dazzle, our doors feature pre-drilled 

precision, simplifying handle installation and 

transforming your space with a mere touch.

2-Year Warranty: 

Invest in confidence and peace of mind.

BESPOKE DOORS & ORDERING

Custom Creations Welcome

Can’t find what you’re looking for? 
Contact us for bespoke interior door 
designs tailored to your project needs.

Minimum Order Quantity

Please note that we cater to 
large-scale projects with 
a minimum order of 100 doors.

*Flexibility Option: We can adjust this minimum for 
comprehensive orders that encompass a variety of 
our products, all designed for large-scale projects.

Made-to-Order (MTO)

←for
mOre
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SERIES



LOUVERED
SERIES

for more↑

Louvered doors feature angled slats, allowing for ventilation and 

light while maintaining privacy. They're perfect for closets, 

laundry rooms, or areas needing airflow.

TRI TIMBER
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DOUBLE
SERIES

GLASS
SERIES

FRENCH
SERIES

LOUVERED
SERIES

MOLDED
SERIES

TTX
SERIES

FLUSH
SERIES

SHAKER
SERIES

GROOVED
SERIES

FUGA
SERIES

DOUBLE BARN
SERIES

BARN
SERIES

BI-FOLD
SERIES

DOUBLE POCKET
SERIES

POCKET
SERIES

TRI TIMBER
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TECHNICAL
DETAILS

ADJUSTABLE JAMB SIZES

4½" 0'-5.00" 5½"

SLAB SIZES

24"  26"  28"  30"  32"  34"  36"

96"

84"

82"

80"

TRI TIMBER������������������������������

SEMI-SOLID
CORE

DOORFACE

SOLID FRAME

SOLID CORE

LIPPING
(varies across doors)

LIPPING
(varies across doors)

SOLID FRAME

SOLID CORE

HOLLOW CORE

TRI TIMBER������������������������������

HOLLOW
CORE

DOORFACE

SOLID FRAME

LIPPING
(varies across doors)

LIPPING
(varies across doors)

SOLID FRAME

HONEY COMB

TRI TIMBER������������������������������



COLOR
CHART

TT-3023 TT-3107 TT-3055 TT-3054

TT-3032 TT-3039 TT-3051 TT-3052

TT-3053 TT-3060 TT-3061 TT-3065

TT-3080 TT-3094 TT-3096 TT-3104

TT-3108 TT-3152 TT-7039 TT-3126

TT-1001 TT-1011 TT-1012 TT-1015

TT-1029

TT-1036

TT-1039

TT-1048

LAMINATE

MELAMINE

TT-ENBONY H TT-ANIGRE H TT-ANIGRE SU

TT-BAMBOO H TT-WALNUT TT-WALNUT SU

TT-CHERRY TT-CHERRY SU TT-ANIGRE HTT-OAK SOKRA TT-OVENKOL H TT-TANGANYIKA H

TT-TANGANYIKA SU TT-TEAK H TT-TEAK SU TT-OLIVE TT-OLIVE SU TT-BAMBOO SOKRA

TT-WHITE

TRI TIMBER
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COLOR
CHART

TRI TIMBER
������������������������������

TT-05 TT-01 TT-03 TT-04 TT-06 TT-DMG02

TT-HG48 TT-HG50 TT-KMF03 TT-KMF18 TT-KMF41 TT-KMF48

TT-KMFA TT-KMF01 TT-KMF02 TT-KMF-E23 TT-KMF04 TT-KMF05

TT-KMF06 TT-KMF08 TT-KMF09 TT-KMF11 TT-KMF12 TT-KMF13

TT-KMF14 TT-KMF15 TT-KMF16 TT-KMF17 TT-KMF19 TT-KMF20

TT-KMF21 TT-KMF23 TT-KMF24

TT-KMF26 TT-KMF30 TT-KMF32

TT-KMF36 TT-SF01 TT-SF02

TT-SF03 TT-SF04 TT-SF06

PVC



Kitchen Cabinets

Enhance the luxury of your large-scale 
developments with TrioTimber's Bathroom Vanities. 
Each piece is crafted to create an aura of 
sophistication and elegance, combining 
functionality with high-end design. Ideal for 
upscale residential or commercial projects, our 
vanities bring a touch of refinement to any 
bathroom space.

Bathroom Vanities

Discover the elegance and durability with 
TrioTimber's Interior Doors, designed for 
large-scale projects. Each door blends quality 
craftsmanship with modern design, ensuring your 
spaces make an impactful first impression. Perfect 
for residential complexes or commercial buildings, 
our doors are crafted to meet the highest 
standards of style and functionality.

Interior Doors

TrioTimber’s Kitchen Cabinets are the cornerstone 
of functionality and style for any large-scale 
housing or hospitality project. Designed to optimize 
space and enhance aesthetics, our cabinets offer a 
blend of innovative storage solutions and 
contemporary design, tailored to the needs of 
modern living.

LARGE-SCALE
PROJECT

SOLUTIONS
TRI TIMBER
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Wall Panels

TrioTimber's Hotel & Hospitality Furnishings 
solutions are designed to elevate the guest 
experience in large-scale hospitality projects. Our 
range includes stylish, durable furniture and decor 
items that blend seamlessly into various hospitality 
settings, ensuring comfort and luxury in every 
detail.

Hotel & Hospitality Furnishings

Create stunning, modern environments with 
TrioTimber's Wall Panels, perfect for large-scale 
commercial or residential projects. Our panels 
provide a unique aesthetic appeal, adding 
warmth and texture to any space, while offering 
the versatility to suit various design themes.

LARGE-SCALE
PROJECT

SOLUTIONS
TRI TIMBER
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Kitchens

Sanctuary by Design:
Elevate Your Bathroom Experience

Elevate your bathroom into a personal sanctuary 
with TrioTimber. Our bathroom remodeling services 
are designed to cater to homeowners who have 
their own designs ready or those seeking 
professional design consultation. We focus on 
crafting spaces that blend comfort with luxury, 
offering both sleek modern makeovers and 
traditional retreats. With meticulous attention to 
detail, we create bathrooms that are not just 
functional but also a haven of relaxation. Our 
services are primarily available for homes located 
in designated areas in Southern California.

Bathrooms

Seamless Living:
Transforming Houses into Homes

Redefine your living experience with TrioTimber’s 
entire home renovation and remodeling services. 
Tailored to homeowners who come with their own 
designs or those in need of our professional design 
consultation, we offer comprehensive solutions to 
transform your entire home. Ensuring each room 
flows seamlessly into the next, our team 
collaborates with you to reflect your lifestyle in 
every space, combining aesthetics, functionality, 
and innovation. Our services cater to homes in 
designated areas of Southern California, making 
your dream home a reality.

Entire Home

Culinary Dreams Realized: 
Your Kitchen, Our Expertise

Transform your kitchen into the heart of your home 
with TrioTimber’s expert kitchen remodeling 
services. Whether you have a project already 
designed by your own architect or designer, or you 
need our professional interior designers and 
architects to guide you through the design process, 
we are here to accommodate your needs. 
Specializing in custom, functional, and stylish 
kitchen spaces, our services are tailored to meet 
your culinary needs and aesthetic preferences. 
From contemporary designs to classic elegance, 
our team ensures a seamless renovation 
experience, making your kitchen a space where 
memories are made and shared. Our kitchen 
renovation services are available for homes 
located in designated areas in Southern California.

REMODELING &
RENOVATION

SOLUTIONS

Residential

TRI TIMBER
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Transform your hotel or hospitality space with 
TrioTimber, where we cater to clients across 
Southern California looking for full-service 
renovations. From initial design concepts and 
permit acquisition to the final unveiling, our team is 
adept at creating luxury, comfort, and style that 
guests will yearn to return to. Whether you’re 
starting with detailed plans or seeking our creative 
input, we’re here to deliver exceptional spaces that 
elevate the guest experience.

TrioTimber offers a comprehensive cafe and 
restaurant renovation service, perfect for 
proprietors in Southern California. Whether you’re 
bringing a finished design or starting from 
scratch, our expert team is equipped to guide you 
through the entire process — from initial design 
and obtaining necessary permits to the final, 
turnkey delivery. Specializing in creating spaces 
that amplify your brand and captivate your 
clientele, we ensure your dining area is not just a 
place to eat but an experience to remember.

Cafes &
Restaurants

Flavorful Designs, Memorable 
Spaces: From Concept to Completion

Office Spaces

Workspaces Redefined: 
Custom Designs, Seamless Execution

Elevate your office with TrioTimber’s bespoke 
renovation services, available exclusively for 
Southern California’s business spaces. Whether 
you have a design in mind or need comprehensive 
support from conception to completion, our team 
provides a seamless experience, enhancing
productivity, collaboration, and well-being. We 
tailor workspaces to the evolving needs of your 
business, ensuring a functional, inspiring
environment.

Exceptional Stays Start Here:
Comprehensive Design to Delivery

Hotel &
Hospitality Spaces

Retail Stores

Retail Reinvented: 
Tailored Designs, Turnkey Solutions

Revitalize your retail environment with TrioTimber’s 
tailored remodeling services, designed for the 
unique landscape of Southern California’s 
commercial spaces. Our team stands ready to 
transform your vision into reality or to 
collaboratively develop a design from the ground 
up, handling all aspects of the project, including 
permits and final touches. We focus on creating 
engaging, efficient shopping experiences that 
reflect your brand and entice customers.

REMODELING &
RENOVATION

SOLUTIONS

Commercial

TRI TIMBER
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